
Stress Management



What follows are a few pages and tools

which you can choose from for 

yourself and helping others



Levels of stress

It is easy for us to compare ourselves to others. Stress is very much an individual experience. 

Perceived threats, opportunities and challenges create healthy and unhealthy levels of stress, especially if 

we are driven multi-taskers. 

The human mind and survival instinct is very powerful, especially if it is driving us to achieve. 

You will see that there is some overlap between each level. This is because you can move quickly to the next 
phase without being aware of it. It is likely that those close to you will know the level you are at. You could 

ask them. However, be prepared for an answer that may not be right or what you want to hear.

Sustained levels of stress at the unhealthy phase may become addictive and then dangerous unless you do 
something about it. You might not see this in yourself, it is easier to recognize in others.

The reality is that if you are driven by fear and conscientious, pushing yourself will cost you. 

Unless you take-action you will find your mind and body will begin to decline and if this is left unchecked 
you will stop being effective or worse stop altogether.

We are all capable of denying the effects of stress. Stress management is a critical skill that leaders and 

teams need to consider in order to optimize sustainable performance.



Food for thought



We are very good at self-deception



Ego can drive us to survival mode behaviour.

o Making us reactive, aggressive, forceful

o Making us blind to the needs of others

o Making us and others more stressed

Constant abuse breaks people and organisations.

o Natural biases can lead some to put profit before people. 

o When ego drives us it’s worth remembering that the ability to 

think switches off. 

o People will often do more for others than they will do for 

themselves if this is connected with a purpose they believe in.



When employees live in fear it undermines

trust and resilience
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Strong relationships are the foundations

for high performing teams

not results



Taking time out to think about what you appreciate 

can reduce the effects of stress.

This is not a way of dealing with addictive or 
dangerous levels of stress.

Taking time out to meditate can 

build resilience.

Appreciation can also help others, 

individuals and teams. 

Make it genuine and show it in different ways.

Start with you first.

You Others



Stress can drive good people to do bad things



o The mind has a powerful influence on the human body, it can work against the 

interests of the body.

o When experiencing bad stress, the mind will alert the body to prepare it for danger.

o Relaxing the body can have a significant impact on reducing the effects of bad stress, 

thereby improving listening, communication, reasoning and negotiation skills (going 

to the bathroom, enjoying a cup of tea, mindful breathing ...).

o Helping groups to relax physically can have a positive impact on their abilities to work 

together and find solutions.

o Good stress energises creativity and action. Bad stress can kill it.

o People tend to be good at reading body language, so beware of what your body is 

communicating (boredom, anxiety, fear, enthusiasm, optimism, passion...)

When the mind is in a state of joy, purpose, excitement or enthusiasm (flow) 

the body will be energised.

The power of physiology



Considering communication



A thank you is helpful, but making it 

more meaningful will help more



1st I understand you

2nd You understand me

3rd We understand and value each other

4th We can work together more effectively

Most people 

communicate from the 

position of being 

understood.

True or false?



1. Does this need to be said ?

2. Does this need to be said now?

3. Does this need to be said by me?



Wisdom is the reward you get for a lifetime of listening

when you’d have preferred to talk

Doug Larson



For you as an individual



“As a man thinketh”

Thoughts drive feelings and 

feelings drive behaviour
and stress



Slow down to go faster! 



For managing instant stress.

Changing your questions can 

change your life and 
the quality of life 

for others



If you burn out you won’t help others





Thinking about self-

confidence.



We never admit we need help

the un-coachable can 

be destructive



Dealing with change



Coping with change

Time

What’s good about this?

What’s good about this?

What’s good about this?

Morale

Making progress



What’s good 

about this?
What’s good 

about this?
What’s good 

about this?

Bad situation or 

event

Negative

thinking

What’s good 

about this?

More positive

thinking

Better 

outcomes

o The brain needs help when certain (not all) bad situations or events come along in life.

o Reacting negatively is a sign that the brain is doing what it should (using the fight, freeze, flight response).

o Finding a more positive mind-set will help with moving forward (progress) and turning around these situations.

o This approach can also help with seeing the positive in criticism (even if it’s wrong), feedback or ideas from others.

o Many great ideas get rejected because of the natural what’s bad about this response.

o Simply press the stop button, take a step back, breathe and then ask what’s good about this?

o If this doesn’t work the first time, keep asking until it does. This approach, when used carefully, can also help 

relationships and teams to be more successful.



Priming the brain for a better day

What you feed into your mind and the minds of others 

has a significant effect on energy, confidence, 
creativity, flexibility, decision making, 

motivation and stress 

What you feed into your mind 

affects the chemical resources, 
the fuel that your brain has available.





Do something small that’s positive

no matter how small it may be

it’s still an achievement

you can be proud of

and build on





People need people

relaxing with others can prove helpful

helping others even in small ways or gestures 

can create the instant feel good factor that we all want



Allocate Your Time Wisely

o Results at and from work

o Discovery & learning

o Health and fitness

o Relaxation

o Doing different things
o Doing things differently

o Family and friends

o Serving others

Leverage Your Resources

o Use technology (and think in ink)

o Use a calendar and task system (to let go) 

o Delegate as much as possible

o Be trusting, vigilant and trustworthy

o Create a positive outlook
o Be generous, kind and considerate

o Establish a task support network

o Get good people around you for advice and feedback

Condition Yourself For Success

o Know what you are avoiding

o Create a sense of dissatisfaction with where you are

o Build on all successes

o Be lower on confidence (its ok) and build on self-belief

o Use failure to drive you on (by putting it behind you) move on
o Take more risks (intelligent risks)

o Learn how to obtain and respond to feedback

o Find a major challenge or goal to keep you growing

o Celebrate your successes no matter how small

o Be careful who you mix with

Manage Your Performance

o Set targets in a ladder format (small steps to your goals)

o Use a plan and checklists (don’t rely on your mind too much)

o Describe the value of your tasks (some balls you can drop)

o Allocate time to tasks

o Do the tasks you dislike first
o Manage your thoughts and emotions

o Avoid being distracted (and sensory information overload)

o Be self-encouraging

o Be open-minded, ask for help and advice

o Build your support network and use a sounding board

Something to pick from (or pick away at over time)  



Customer service excellence training

Leadership and management training
Negotiation skills training

Sales training 

Improving people and processes

Our mission is to help people and 

businesses grow

We serve clients from the public and private 

sectors, ranging from large multinational 

organizations, departments and agencies to 

small businesses across the UK and 

internationally. 

We offer a highly flexible and inspiring approach 

to people and business development. 

Website: www.psl-uk.com

Email: enquiries@psl-uk.com

http://www.psl-uk.com/
http://psl-uk.com

